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I'm Fabrice, 43 years old, passionate about photography, as well as adventures
and nature since many years. Today I fully enjoy my passions while I discover
wonderful destinations in Switzerland and Europe thanks to my converted van.
I love being in nature, exploring amazing places and especially sharing them with
my different communities on social networks and on my website. Offering
beautiful  images to those who do not have the chance to go there whilst
spreading the desire to others to discover these incredible locations.
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WHAT I CAN DO FOR YOU?

info@fabricechapuis.com www.fabricechapuis.com@fabchap

I offer quality content creation. Whether it is to promote your region or your
brand, my mission is to highlight them in order to create the will for my
community to come and discover your region or to give them the desire to use
your products.

I can also suggest the creation of content that corresponds to you, and that you
will share yourself on your networks. We can imagine all types of partnerships, do
not hesitate to contact me so we can talk about it.

SERVICES EXAMPLES

Story - Chf 25.- Photo - Chf 100.-

Real/Video- Chf 200.- Package - from 250.-

Content creation Blog - Chf 150.-

Creation of a video of minimum 30sec that will
be published on Instagram, Facebook and
TikTok.

Service package tailored to your needs and
target audience.

Article on my Blog and shared in the
newsletter.

Publication of a story (photo) on my
Instagram and Facebook platforms.

Publication of a photo on my Instagram
and Facebook platforms.

creation of images and/or videos for your
own marketing needs.



You can't change

people, you know. You

can only show them a

path, and then make

them want to take it.
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